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Delocalization of a disordered bosonic system by
repulsive interactions
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Clarifying the interplay of interactions and disorder is
fundamental to the understanding of many quantum systems,
including superfluid helium in porous media1, granular and
thin-film superconductors2–5 and light propagating in disor-
dered media6–8. One central aspect for bosonic systems9–11

is the competition between disorder, which tends to localize
particles, and weak repulsive interactions, which instead have
a delocalizing effect. As the required degree of independent
control of disorder and of interactions is not easily achievable
in most available physical systems, a systematic experimen-
tal investigation of this competition has not so far been
possible. Here we use a degenerate Bose gas with tunable
repulsive interactions in a quasiperiodic lattice potential to
study this interplay in detail. We characterize the entire
delocalization crossover through the study of the average local
shape of the wavefunction, the spatial correlations and the
phase coherence. Three different regimes are identified and
compared with theoretical expectations12–17: an exponentially
localized Anderson glass and the formation of locally coherent
fragments as well as a coherent, extended state. These results
provide insight into the role of weak repulsive interactions
in disordered bosonic systems, but our approach should also
enable investigations of disordered systems with interactions
in the strongly correlated regime18–20.

The interplay of disorder and interactions lies at the heart of
the behaviour of many physical systems. Notable examples are the
transitions to insulators observed in superconductors andmetals2–5,
quantum Hall physics21, electrical conduction in DNA (ref. 22), or
light propagation in nonlinear disordered media7,8. An important
step towards their full comprehension is understanding disordered
bosonic systems at zero temperature, where a competition between
disorder and weak repulsive interactions is expected. Indeed,
whereas disorder tends to localize non-interacting particles, giving
rise to Anderson localization23, weak repulsive interactions can
counteract this localization to minimize the energy. Eventually,
interactions can screen the disorder and bring the system
towards a coherent, extended ground state, that is, a Bose–
Einstein condensate (BEC). In many years of research, mainly
theoretical predictions have been made about the properties
of the complex phases expected to appear as a result of this
competition9–17. A systematic experimental study has not so far
been possible, because on the one hand interactions in condensed-
matter systems are strong but difficult to control1, and on the
other hand in photonic systems only nonlinearities corresponding
to attractive interactions7,8 have been explored in experiments.
Instead, ultracold atoms in disordered optical potentials are a
promising system for such investigations15,24,25, and have already
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Figure 1 | Delocalization in a quasiperiodic potential. Schematic of the
interaction-induced delocalization. a, In a very weakly interacting system
with sufficiently large disorder, the eigenstates are exponentially localized,
and several of the lowest-energy states are populated an average of 4.4
lattice sites apart (AG). b,c, The energies of different states can become
degenerate owing to repulsive interactions and their shape might be
modified, giving rise to the formation of locally coherent fragments
(fBEC) (b), though global phase coherence is not restored until the entire
system forms a coherent, extended state (BEC) at large interaction
strengths (c).

enabled the observation of Anderson localization for bosons in the
regime of negligible interactions26,27. Using one of these systems in
a disordered lattice, we characterize the whole crossover from the
regime of disorder-induced localization to that of Bose–Einstein
condensation by tuning repulsive interactions in a controlled
manner. The simultaneous measurement of localization properties,
spatial correlations and phase coherence properties, and the
comparisonwith the predictions of a theoretical model, enable us to
identify the different regimes of this delocalization crossover.

The system used consists of a three-dimensional degenerate Bose
gas of 39K in a one-dimensional quasiperiodic potential, which is
generated by perturbing a strong primary optical lattice of period-
icity d=π/k1 with a weak secondary lattice of incommensurate pe-
riodicity π/k2 (k=2π/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the light gen-
erating the lattice). The correspondingHamiltonian is characterized
by the site-to-site tunnelling energy J of the primary lattice, which
is kept fixed in the experiment, and the disorder strength ∆. The
interatomic interactions can be controlled by changing the atomic
s-wave scattering length a by means of a Feshbach resonance28,
which in turn determines the mean interaction energy per particle
Eint (see Methods). In the case of non-interacting atoms, such a
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Figure 2 | Analysing the momentum distribution. a,c, Typical momentum distribution (a) and mean local shape of the wavefunction (c) recovered from a
Fourier transform (FT) in the localized regime; b,d, the same in the extended regime, respectively. The root-mean-squared width of the momentum
distribution and the exponent extracted from a fit (red and blue lines) to the FT give the localization properties. The coherence properties are extracted by
measuring the fluctuations of the phase of the interference pattern in the momentum distribution, or by the relative height of the two states 4.4d apart,
which can be related to the spatially averaged correlation function g(4.4d).
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Figure 3 | Probing the interaction-induced delocalization. a, Root-mean-square width (in units of k1) of the central peak of the momentum distribution.
The white line gives Eint=0.05∆ (standard deviation of the lowest-lying energies), where we expect the centre of the delocalization crossover. b, Average
exponent α of states occupying the potential wells. The line is the same as in a. The data taken at different values of ∆/J and Eint/J are linearly interpolated;
the colour indicates the mean value of the measured quantity.

system is a realization of the Aubry–Andrémodel29, which shows an
Anderson-like localization transition for a finite value of the disor-
der∆/J =2. Above the transition, the non-interacting eigenstates of
the potential are exponentially localized owing to the quasiperiodic
perturbation of the lattice on-site energies and the energy spectrum
is split into ‘minibands’13,30. The localization properties in this case
have been studied experimentally in detail in ref. 27, where it was
seen that several low-lying eigenstates, separated on average by
d/(β− 1)≈ 4.4d , where β = k2/k1, are typically populated in the
experiment. Adding weak interactions, the different regimes that
appear as a result of the interplay of disorder and interactions can
be explored. For very weak repulsive interactions, the occupation of
several eigenstates in the lowestminiband is favoured (Fig. 1a). This

regime, in which several exponentially localized states coexist with-
out phase coherence, is often identified with an Anderson glass11,15
(AG). As Eint is increased, coherent fragments, which extend over
more than one well of the quasiperiodic potential, are expected to
form (Fig. 1b). In this case, global phase coherence would not yet be
restored, and the local shape of the states might be modified. Some
authors have called this regime a ‘fragmented BEC’ (fBEC; ref. 12).
Finally, for large enough Eint a single, extended phase-coherent state
is expected to be formed, that is, amacroscopic BEC (Fig. 1c).

The system is prepared by first loading an interacting condensate
adiabatically from the ground state of a harmonic trap into the
quasiperiodic lattice. The interaction energy is then slowly changed
to its final value Eint, and the confining potential is reduced. This
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process is adiabatic for most of the parameter range explored
until Eint becomes sufficiently low for the system to enter the fully
localized regime. Here, several independent low-lying excited states
are populated even when it would be energetically favourable to
populate just the ground state. This loss of adiabaticity is seen
experimentally as a transfer of energy into the radial direction (see
Supplementary Information).

The system is characterized in detail by analysing its momentum
distribution, which is recovered by taking an image of the
condensate after a long ballistic expansion without interactions (see
Methods). From the momentum distribution and derived Fourier
transforms, of which we show examples in Fig. 2, we extract the
local shape of the wavefunction, spatial correlations and phase
coherence properties for different values of ∆/J and Eint/J . The
system can be approximately described as the superposition of states
with the same envelope separated by 4.4d . First, themean extension
of individual states can be quantified by measuring the root-
mean-squared width of the momentum distribution (Fig. 2a,b). A
smaller (larger) width indicates a more extended (localized) state.
Next, the mean local shape of the wavefunction on a length scale
of 4.4d is extracted from the Fourier transform of the square
root of the momentum distribution. From a fit to a generalized
exponential function, the localization exponent α is recovered (see
also Methods), as shown in Fig. 2c,d. The measured momentum
width and exponent are shown in Fig. 3. We find that for very
small Eint the states are exponentially localized, because α≈ 1, and
the momentum width is large, consistent with the AG regime.
Increasing Eint, the width decreases and the exponent increases
to α ≈ 2. Repulsive interactions therefore delocalize the system
as expected, or, alternatively, the localization crossover is shifted
to higher values of the disorder strength ∆/J when interactions
are introduced into the system. The position of the delocalization
crossover is in good agreement with the expectations of a simple
screening argument14. The increasing interaction energy serves
to smooth over the disordering potential in the occupied sites,
providing a flatter energetic landscape on which more extended
states can form. The centre of the crossover is therefore expected to
occur when Eint is comparable to the standard deviation of energies
in the lowest miniband of the non-interacting spectrum, 0.05∆
(white line in Fig. 3, see also Supplementary Information).

The correlation properties of neighbouring states can be
extracted from a Fourier transform of the momentum distribution
itself, which gives the spatially averaged first-order correlation
function g (x) (see Methods). In Fig. 4a,b, g (x) at x = 4.4d is
shown for both the experiment and a ground-state theory that we
have developed, with generally good agreement. In the localized
regime, the correlation is exactly zero in the theory, because no
neighbouring states are occupied. In contrast, the correlation is
finite in the experiment owing to the occupation of neighbouring
localized states arising from the non-adiabatic loading, but is
small because the states are independent. As Eint is increased, the
correlation features a crossover towards larger values, signalling
that coherence is progressively established locally over distances
of at least 4.4d . The shape of the crossover in the experiment is
again in qualitative agreement with the expectation of the screening
argument above (see the white line in Fig. 4a).

Finally, information about the phase coherence of neighbouring
states can be obtained by measuring the phase φ of the interference
pattern in the momentum distribution for repeated runs of the
experiment with the same parameters (see Methods for details).
If the states are not phase locked, φ changes almost randomly
at each repetition of the experimental sequence. In Fig. 4d we
show the standard deviation of φ, estimated from a large number
of repetitions of the experiment, for fixed ∆/J = 12. We see a
slight decrease of the phase fluctuations with increasing Eint, which
nevertheless remain relatively large in the crossover region where
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Figure 4 | Probing the phase coherence of the system. a,b, Correlation of
neighbouring localized states. a, Experiment (white line as in Fig. 3).
b, Theory of the ground state. The white and orange dashed lines show the
boundaries between an AG, an fBEC and a macroscopic BEC. c, Correlation
of neighbouring states for ∆/J= 12, corresponding to the black dashed line
in a. The error bar is given by the standard error of the mean. d, Standard
deviation of the phase measured by repeating the experiment up to 25
times for a given set of parameters for ∆/J= 12. The error is estimated as
∆φ/
√
N, where N is the number of images from which the phase was

extracted. The blue bar shows the phase fluctuations measured for an
extended system below the localization threshold. The grey dash–dotted
line gives the standard deviation for a purely random distribution. In c
and d, the grey dashed (dotted) lines give Eint=0.05∆ (0.17∆).

the correlation increases (Fig. 4c). The fluctuations finally drop
to the background value only when Eint is comparable to the full
width of the lowest miniband of the non-interacting spectrum,
0.17∆. These observations confirm that in the localized regime the
states are totally independent, which together with the localization
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properties (Fig. 3) indicates that the system can indeed be described
as an AG (refs 11,15). The system crosses a large region of only
partial coherence while becoming progressively less localized as Eint
is increased. This is consistentwith the formation of locally coherent
fragments expected for an fBEC. An analogous fragmentation
behaviour was reported in ref. 31. Finally, the features of a single
extended, coherent state are seen, that is, a BEC.

In the mean-field theory, boundaries between the different
regimes expected for the system can be defined (see Methods). In
particular, the crossover from the AG phase to an fBEC (white
line in Fig. 4b) occurs when g (4.4d) starts to increase. Similarly,
the orange line in Fig. 4b shows where the fragments are locked
together in phase to form a single macroscopic condensate for
very large interactions. The generally good agreement between the
experimental observables and theory indicates that our system is
well described by the mean-field theory for most of the parameter
space explored experimentally.

In conclusion, we have provided the first experimental charac-
terization of the localization, correlation and coherence properties
of the various regimes owing to the competition of disorder and
weak repulsive interactions in a bosonic system. Other aspects of
the delocalization crossover worth further study are, for example,
the detailed properties of the ground state of the AG regime, which
was not possible to study in the present set-up, and the presence
of a superfluid–insulator transition at the BEC–fBEC boundary
analogous to the one observed in superconductors2. Regarding the
latter, in transport experiments analogous to the ones described in
ref. 27 we have been able to verify that the AG and fBEC regimes are
not inconsistent with being insulating, as is the case in the regime of
vanishingEint (see Supplementary Information). Finally, it would be
appealing to use the present system and the correlation analysis in-
troduced here to explore the regime of strong correlations, Eint� J ,
which could be reached by using a quasi-one-dimensional system
with strong radial confinement. There, another elusive insulating
phase due to the cooperation of disorder and interactions, the
so-called Bose-glass phase, is expected to appear, although there is
debate on the exact shape of the phase diagram11,15,18,19,32.

Methods
Condensate with tunable interactions. A 39K condensate of about N = 20,000
atoms with an s-wave scattering length of 250 a0, where a0 = 52.9 pm is the Bohr
radius, is prepared in a harmonic optical trap. The condensate is loaded into the
quasiperiodic potential while the optical trap is decompressed in about 250ms
to reduce the harmonic confinement, and a gravity-compensating magnetic-field
gradient is added. At the same time, the scattering length a is changed by means
of a broad Feshbach resonance to values ranging from a≤ 0.1 a0 to about
a= 300 a0 (ref. 28).

Quasiperiodic potential. The quasiperiodic potential is created by two vertically
oriented laser beams in standing-wave configuration. The primary lattice is
generated by a Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of λ1 = 1,064.4 nm and has a
strength of s1 =V1/ER,1 = 10.5 (corresponding to J/h= 79Hz), as measured in
units of the recoil energy ER,1 = h2/(2Mλ21). The secondary lattice is generated
by a Ti:sapphire laser of wavelength λ2 = 866.6 nm, the strength being adjustable
up to s2 =V2/ER,2 = 1.7. Both beams are focused onto the condensate with a
beam waist of about 150 µm. The lattice lasers give a harmonic confinement of
ω⊥ = 2π×50Hz in the radial direction. In the vertical (axial) direction, a weak
confinement of 5Hz is given by a weak optical trap as well as by a curvature from
the gravity-compensating magnetic field.

Energy scales. In the tight-binding limit, the hopping energy J and disorder
strength ∆ can be estimated as J = 1.43s0.981 exp{−2.07

√
s1}ER,1 and

∆= 0.5s2β2(1.0264 exp{−2.3624/s0.591 })ER,1 (ref. 30). The experimental
uncertainty on ∆/J is around 15%. We estimate that around 30 lattice
sites, corresponding to about seven localized states, are populated during the
loading of the lattice. We then define a mean interaction energy per particle
Eint = gN/7

∫
|ϕ(r)|4 d3r, where g = 4πh̄2a/m, m is the atomic mass and ϕ(r) is a

Gaussian approximation to the on-site Wannier function. We include coupling
in the radial directions of our system, with the consequence that the interaction
energy is nonlinear in the scattering length. Though this definition of the energy is
strictly valid only in the localized regime, comparison with a numerical simulation

of our experimental procedure has shown that it is a good approximation for
all values of the scattering length up to an error of 30%. Note that the potential
energy from the residual harmonic confinement is approximately 3×10−3 J
over a distance 4.4d .

Momentum-distribution analysis. The images of the momentum distribution
are taken by absorption imaging with a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera
after 36.5ms ballistic expansion. At the time of release, the scattering length is
set to below 1 a0 in less than 1ms and kept there until the Feshbach magnetic
field is switched off 10ms before taking the image—at this point, the system has
expanded a sufficient amount to minimize the effect of interactions. For such a
free expansion, the image is approximately the in-trap momentum distribution
ρ(k)= 〈Ψ̂ †(k)Ψ̂ (k)〉. The acquired images are integrated along the radial
direction to obtain a profile. In momentum space, the width of the central peak
is calculated by taking the root-mean-square width within the first Brillouin
zone. Owing to the quasiperiodic lattice potential, for a sufficiently homogeneous
system the in-trap wavefunction can be decomposed into copies of a single
state with real and non-negative envelope ξ(x)∼ exp(−|x/L|α), spaced by 4.4d .
Therefore, in momentum space,

√
ρ(k)= ξ(k)S(k), where S(k) is an interference

term, and ξ(x) can be extracted from a Fourier transform of
√
ρ(k) (see also

Supplementary Information). We fit to the sum of two generalized exponential
functions A exp(−|(x−xc)/L|α) · [1+B cos(k1(x−xc)+δ)], where xc denotes the
centre of each of these functions, spaced by 4.4d . From this fit, the exponent α
is recovered. In addition, from the Wiener–Khinchin theorem, the momentum
distribution can be expressed in terms of the first-order correlation function
G(x ′,x+x ′)= 〈Ψ̂ †(x ′)Ψ̂ (x+x ′)〉 as ρ(k)∝F−1

∫
G(x ′,x+x ′) dx ′. By taking the

Fourier transform of the momentum distribution itself, we can therefore recover
the spatially averaged correlation function g (x)=

∫
G(x ′,x+x ′) dx ′. With the same

fitting function as above, we evaluate the spatially averaged correlation between
two states 4.4 lattice sites apart, A2/A1. Experimentally, the correlation function
saturates at a value around 0.5 owing to the finite momentum resolution. The
fluctuations in phase between neighbouring states are seen as a fluctuation of the
phase φ of the interference pattern of the momentum distribution, which is directly
extracted from a fit (see also Supplementary Information). The two-dimensional
graphs in Figs 3 and 4 were generated by linearly interpolating a total of 130
averaged datapoints at nine different values of disorder, changing the interactions.
Typical experimental scatter and statistical errors are seen in Fig. 4c.

Theory of the ground state. The theoretical calculations presented in the paper
rely on a mean-field approach. This is an effective one-dimensional model, which
also partially includes the radial-to-axial coupling, and is known to provide an
accurate description in the two limiting cases of Anderson localization and a
BEC. The boundaries between the different regimes shown in Fig. 4b are obtained
by analysing the correlation function g (x) and the density distribution. In the
theory we define the AG phase as the one in which the correlation g (4.4d) is zero.
To enter the fBEC phase, we require g (4.4d)> 0, which implies that coherent
fragments composed of adjacent localized states can start to form. For increasing
Eint the extension of the fragments increases, until most of the system remains
in a single component, which corresponds to a macroscopic BEC. To define the
boundary between the fBEC and the BEC regimes, we first identify as fragments
the parts of the system separated by low-density regions for which an applied
relative phase twist does not affect the energy of the system. When one single
macroscopic fragment forms, we assume the system to be in the BEC regime.
A more detailed description of the theoretical methods can be found in the
Supplementary Information.
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